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Agrinavia FIELD 

Fertilizer planning
The program is able to calculate fertilizer production from your 
livestock, and you can calculate your purchase/sale of organic 
fertilizer. You can distribute your live stock fertilizer, balance 
your fertilizer stocks, calculate what you need to buy of fertilizer 
and view alternatives in order to achieve the most effective plan.

Fast and easy to register
It is easy to enter data into Agrinavia FIELD. If you choose 
the same crop in different fields, you are able to copy the data 
from one field to several fields - for example in fields with the 
same previous crop. You are also able to copy both planned 
and performed activities to all fields with the same kind of crop. 
This goes for all types of activities for example seeds, fertilizer, 
spraying and machines.

Follow up and control
In the program you can register the performed activities in every 
field. The program has a unique function where you can control 
the total use of a product against the actual purchase. From 
your registrations you can print crop reports, consumption lists, 
margin etc.

stock management
When you purchase goods the volume, 
prices and resale can be registered. For 
example crop protection products or fer-
tilizers. 

Full integration with the registrations in 
the field plans ensures, that you always 
can get an updated inventory status, 
calculated from your purchase, sale and 
consumption. The module also provides 
a better overview in the shopping situa-
tion, as it is able to calculate a stock cor-
rected shopping list at any time.

several farms
If you have several farms or contract ar-
rangements, you have the opportunity to 
collect them or divide them in separate 
farms. You can register in fields belong-
ing to different farms as well as you can 
copy data between fields from different 
farms. You choose whether you want 
to see data for one farm or all farms to-
gether.

DEtAILED pLAnnIng

Agrinavia FIELD gives you the complete overview and 
you do not need any other management program to 
achieve the optimize the management of your field 
operations.
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MoDuLEs In AgrInAvIA FIELD
• Multiple user access
• Multiple farm access
• Work sheets
• Stock management
• Pocket edition  

With Agrinavia FIELD you can plan all your field activities in-
cluding all treatments for every field. From your planning you 
are able to print field plans, spraying plans, fertilizer plans and 
budget showing margin etc.

• Data exchange through the internet
• Machinery investment calculations
• Stock management of organic fertilizers
• Registration of buying and selling organic fertilizers
• Languages: English, German, Danish, Swedish, Polish, Latvian


